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Abstract: Donald J. Trump has started his political journey aiming at protectionism and making ‘America Great Again’. He 

advocated the theory of high tariffs to control imports, to have more jobs for Americans and substantially promoting the exports. 

Trump emphasized on the strong connection between jobs and international trade. He criticized some of the free trade agreements 

like North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). US President’s Trade policies promote 

mercantilism by using the phrase ‘Smart Trade Not Stupid Trade’. His prime focus is protectionism against foreign competition. 

On August 18, 2017, President Trump asked the U.S. Trades Representative (USTR) Robert Lighthizer to commence an 

investigation under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 into the government of China’s acts, policies, and practices related to 

technology transfer, intellectual property right (IPR), and innovations. Following a thorough investigation of available proof, 

USTR, prepared findings showing that, among other acts, policies, and practices, China uses biased licensing requirements to 

transfer technologies from U.S. companies to Chinese companies. These laws, policies, practices, and actions may impede United 

States exports, deprive United States citizens of fair honorarium for their innovations, divert American jobs to workers in China, 

contribute trade deficit with China, and undermining American manufacturing, services, and innovation. The Trade Wars between 

the world’s two largest economies were initiated on these grounds. The current paper focuses on trade retaliations between US and 

China and its impact on rest of the world in general and India in particular. 

 

Index Terms: North American Free Trade Agreement(NAFTA), Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), United States Trade 

Representative (USTR) and Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs). 

I.  

II. INTRODUCTION 

Donald J. Trump has started his journey in the politics aiming at protectionism and “Making America great again”. He advocated 

the theory of high tariffs to restrain imports, to have more jobs for American and substantially promoting the exports. Trump 

emphasized on the strong connection between jobs and international trade. Trump criticized free trade agreement like NAFTA and 

TPP. Trump trade policies promote mercantilism by using the phrase ‘Smart Trade Not Stupid Trade’. His campaign promised in 

getting ‘A Better Deal for America’. The signature economic policies of Donald Trump, sometimes referred as Trumponomics, 

include trade protectionism, immigration reduction, individual and corporate tax reforms, dismantling of the Dodd- Frank Wall 

Street reforms, consumer protection act and the repeal of Obama care- the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. The 

withdrawal of the United States from trade agreement with South Korea (KORUS), followed by withdrawal of number of bilateral 

agreements with Japan and European Union, the re-negotiations of trade agreements with Mexico and Canada (NAFTA), the 

blocking of the appointment of Member of WTO Appellate Body and the tariffs on the steel and aluminum. U.S. President has 

clearly broken the traditional trade policy of his predecessors. His actions indicated a politically rightward shift towards more 

conservative economic policies. 

His main goal is to reduce the U.S. trade deficit. Trump has been concerned about US growing trade deficit with China, China 

intellectual property (IPR) theft, the Chinese government pressure on foreign firms to transfer technology through joint ventures, 

dumping, Chinese government’s export subsidization, etc. All of these, according to Trump, epitomize a biased world trading 

system that is unfair to America. Trump emphasized the issues like jobs, trade and the economy—particularly the connection 

between job loss and international trade. 

III. TRADE AGREEMENTS AND US ECONOMY 

Trump mirrored interpretations of “the economy” as about job loss or opportunity generally and his consistent concern for jobs 

with the perils of international trade specifically. Trump noted the decline of U.S. manufacturing jobs and other employment 

opportunities and frequently attributed these losses to NAFTA and other trade deals. Trump criticized the TPP and NAFTA stating 

that U.S. manufacturing sector had been hollowed out by unpleasant trade deals. Donald found intellectual support for his strongly-

held belief that “trade is bad”. In fact, he strangely views international trade as a zero-sum pursuit, where, “if there is a winner, 

there has to be a loser”. Trump, however, positioned him loudly and clearly against existing free trade deals like NAFTA and U.S. 

trade relationships with Mexico and China. Trump’s vocal criticism of free trade policy led to start of a trade war. 

It is well known that no other country in the world has had such a strong influence on the multi-lateral trade system as the United 

States. But with his ‘America First’ policy, U.S. President Donald Trump is increasingly eroding International Trade Law. In his 

view, with the American companies becoming wealthier they can generate higher taxes to fund the military growth of America. 

The economic policies of Donald Trump therefore, include trade protectionism, immigration reduction, individual and corporate 

tax reform, dismantling of the Wall Street reform, consumer protection act etc. His agenda is built on to support national security, 

to strengthen the U.S. economy such as The Tax Cut and Jobs Act (TCJA), which was signed in December 2017, to negotiate 

better trade deals, to aggressive enforcement of U.S. trade law and to reform multi-lateral trade system. 

President Donald Trump has acted on his trade-related promises such as pulling out of the 12-member Trans-Pacific Partnership 

(TPP).Trump exit from TPP by calling it “a potential disaster for our country". The TPP is a 12-country deal that sought to 

liberalize trade between the US and Pacific Rim nations including Japan, Mexico and Singapore. It was considered as a signature 

piece of former Obama’s attempt to pivot US global strategy and to focus on the fast-growing economies of Asia. In contrast the 

tsunami unleashed by the new US president is real and have imposed unilateral “Buy American, Hire American" trade policies. 
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In two trade-related areas, there have been significant changes in public attitudes in recent years. First, general opinion towards 

free trade and free trade agreements has varied considerably over recent years, including a notable partisan shift in evaluations of 

free trade. The responses of those who believe past trade agreements have hurt or helped their own community as shown in Table 

1.  

Table 1: views of trade policies, 2016, by perceived effect of free trade 

Responses of those who believe past trade agreements have hurt or helped their own community 

 

  

All Hurt Helped Difference between hurt and helped 

 

% saying trade 

policies have lost 

U.S. jobs 

65 91 39 52 

 

% saying trade 

policies have 

lowered U.S. wages 

49 82 31 51 

 

% have heard or read 

anything 

about TPP 

29 45 25 20 

 

% oppose Congress 

approving TPP 

(among those who 

have heard of TPP) 

63 92 16 76 

 

Source: Politico/HSPH 2016. 

Second, attitudes toward free trade have also varied over time depending on the partner country. This combination of economic 

and job concerns, Trump’s conspicuously vocal anti-NAFTA stance, and the public’s view of the (negative) impact of free trade 

agreements all contributed to Trump victories in both the primary and general elections. This is quite striking given that the 

public’s attitudes on free trade have shifted dramatically in recent years. Republicans were most affected by America free trade 

agreements as compared to Democrats and Independents. It led to a clear winning situation for Donald J Trump in US elections. 

This is shown in table 2 given below. After winning the elections, President repeatedly expressed the views that America had too 

often received ‘nothing in return’ from other nations that “gamed the system”.  

Table 2: public opinion about free trade agreement 

 
Source: Politico/HSPH 2016. 

IV. FREE TRADE AND ZERO SUM GAME 

“Trump strangely views international trade as a zero-sum pursuit, where, if there is a winner, there has to be a loser.” 

Trump has reframed the basic US view of world order. The commitment to build a broadly beneficial, positive-sum system has 

been a defining theme of US statecraft since the Second World War, and has served to generate considerable international 

legitimacy for Washington. However, President Trump has scorned and sought to revise zero-sum game. Indeed, the central 

organizing principle of Trump’s statecraft has been the idea that America is systematically exploited as a result of the arrangements 

– free-trade pacts, alliances, international organizations. It has been observed that over the years positive sum system has been 

changed into zero-sum pursuit where one has become the winner and the other one has become a loser. According to Trump, the 

country will only become prosperous and powerful again if it accepts protectionism against globalism. Trump’s inaugural address 

highlighted -‘We’ve made other countries rich while the wealth, strength, and confidence of our country has disappeared over the 

horizon’, he declared; a more ruthless ethos was required for America to start ‘winning again, winning like never before’.  

Trump emphasized a return to nationalism and sovereignty as indispensable bulwarks against the depredations of a hostile world, 

in sharp dissimilarity to the allegedly pernicious internationalism and openness of America’s post-war project. ‘The nation-state 
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remains the true foundation for happiness and harmony’, Trump has repeatedly declared, while warning that the ‘false song of 

globalism’ will lead America to ruin. These ideas have driven Trump’s approach to numerous issues, most notably foreign-

economic policy. Whereas recent administrations broadly sought to deepen the international trade regime, Trump is taking a more 

mercantilist approach. He has instituted some protectionist measures – against Canadian aero planes and softwood lumber, for 

instance – and begun positioning the administration to do likewise in other cases. The Trump White House has been consistently 

hostile to the World Trade Organization, and stand firm on removing anti-protectionist language from statements issued by the 

G20.  

The president has flirted with imposing high tariffs on steel from countries such as China, South Korea, Japan and Germany – 

potentially the opening shot in a trade war and several times threatened to terminate agreements such as NAFTA and the US–South 

Korea free-trade pact (KORUS). Throughout, Trump has shown an abiding preoccupation with bilateral trade deficits, seemingly 

insisting that America run surpluses with all its major trade partners simultaneously. Not all of these measures are unprecedented 

in recent history; previous administrations sometimes imposed targeted sanctions to generate leverage in ongoing trade 

negotiations. For Trump, however, these measures are all informed not by a desire to strengthen or deepen an international trade 

system that has delivered so much prosperity for America and the world, but by a desire to fortify US economic sovereignty and 

freedom of action at the expense of that system. To drive home the point, Trump withdrew from two major international 

agreements of the Obama era – the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Paris Climate-Change accords – because these deals 

allegedly privileged the interests of others to the detriment of American prosperity and economic independence. The president 

prioritizes, as he put it, the interests of ‘Pittsburgh, not Paris’, and he often framed those interests as conflicting, not 

complementary. Foreign policy is not missionary work, as Henry Kissinger might have said, and any president would agree that 

America must look out for itself. What Trump has done, however, is to pit his strident nationalism against the American 

internationalist tradition. The strong opinion of Trump in favour of Protectionist policies generated the ground for Trade War 

between two big influential economies: US and China. 

V. U.S. vs. CHINA TRADE WAR 

A trade war is a back-and-forth dispute wherein a country imposes tariffs on certain imports in order to restrict trade. In response to 

trade war, the country or countries affected by those tariffs impose their own fees on imports. Within days of his inauguration 

President Trump pulled out of the trade deal and indicated a new era of US protectionism and a national focus on keeping jobs at 

home. By contrast, President Xi Jinping defended economic globalization in the Annual Meeting of World Economic 

Forum(WEF) at Davos in 2017 by commenting: ‘It is true that economic globalization has created new problems. But this is no 

justification to write off economic globalization altogether. Rather we should adapt to and guide globalization, cushion its negative 

impact, and deliver its benefits to all countries and all nations.’ 

The vivid contrast between Xi and Trump is both ironic and surreal. As Xi Jinping was singing the praises of economic 

globalization and issuing cautions about blaming it for the world’s ills, Donald Trump gave an inaugural address as incoming 

president that highlight again and again protectionist policies and ‘America First’ with a sinister patriotism undertone and 

demonization of other countries that have destroyed jobs and caused ‘American carnage’. In contrast to Chinese President’s 

openness to economic globalism, U.S. President Trump violently rejected globalism. According to US president Protectionism will 

lead to prosperity and strength—and “make America great again.” By putting “America First”, Trump representative coined the 

slogan ‘buy American, hire American’. On August 18, 2017, President Trump asked the U.S. Trades Representative USTR Robert 

Lighthizer to commence an investigation under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 into the government of China’s acts, policies, 

and practices related to technology transfer, intellectual property, and innovation. Following a thorough investigation of available 

proof, USTR, prepared findings showing that, among other acts, policies, and practices, China uses biased licensing requirements 

to transfer technologies from U.S. companies to Chinese companies. These laws, policies, practices, and actions may impede 

United States exports, deprive United States citizens of fair honorarium for their innovations, divert American jobs to workers in 

China, contribute trade deficit with China and undermine American manufacturing, services, and innovation. US trade deficit with 

China has soared since 1985 to the amount of $419bn in 2018.The trade deficit almost doubled during the period of 10 years after 

global financial crisis of 2008. This has been shown in table 3 given below. 

Table 3: US trade deficit with China 

 
Source: US Census 
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USTR concluded that China violates American Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) in a variety of ways, prompting Trump to 

propose tariffs up to $150 billion on Chinese imports. United States has the highest concentration of knowledge-intensive and 

technology-intensive industries in comparison to other major economies in the world. U.S. always has an edge in technology and 

innovation in competitive economy. United States leads the world with a global share of production of 29 percent, followed by 

China at 27 percent in high tech manufacturing in comparison to other major economies. The U.S. document details indicate 

China’s technology drive that seeks to reduce its technological dependence on others by fostering both ‘indigenous innovation’ and 

‘re-innovation’ of foreign technologies through its 5-year plans, the National Medium- and Long-Term Science and Technology 

Development Plan Outline (2006–2020) (MLP), and the Made in China 2025 Notice. The Made in China Notice released in 2015 

targeted ten strategic advanced technology manufacturing industries, including advanced information technologies and robotics 

alongside technologies in aviation, maritime, rail, new energy vehicles, electrical generation, agricultural machinery, raw materials, 

and pharmaceuticals. 

The USTR noted the elements of China’s approach towards central planning, plan mobilization in all deficit sectors, leveraging of 

state resources and finance, civil-military integration and the two-way transfer, backbone enterprises in technology development, 

technological breakthroughs in key areas, import substitution policies, and promotion of Chinese industries in the domestic market. 

On the basis of this strategy China aims for 40% self-sufficiency by 2020 and 75% self-sufficiency by 2025. Clearly, China has 

made incredible progress from the days of copy strategies to support and develop a world class indigenous technology sector that 

will propel China into the leading world position in high-tech industries in a few years, threatening the U.S. Silicon Valley leading 

position in new digital technologies, and competing successful in world biotech, Nano-tech, new materials and energy technology 

markets. As Lorand Laskai (2018) comments: ‘In the saga of the U.S.-China economic rivalry, Made in China 2025 is shaping up 

to be the central villain, the real existential threat to U.S. technological leadership’. Trump has long accused China of unfair trade 

practices that hurt Americans as well as the U.S. economy.  

The trade wars initiated by Trump are in large measure spooked by fears of China’s coming dominance in the technological era of 

the future development. This fear and the eclipse of American technological dominance is one of the real sources of Trump’s trade 

war with China.  The US and China have fired the opening salvos of what could become a full-blown ugly trade war between the 

world’s two largest economies.  

China's share in global high-tech exports has risen from 4% in 2000 to currently 21% 

% of global high-tech exports where High tech exports include telecommunication equipment, TV receivers, electrical machinery, 

aircraft and associated equipment, etc. as shown in Table 4. However China still lags USA in services exports, although catching 

up in telecommunication services as shown in Table 5. 

Table 4: China share in global high tech exports 

 
Source: UNCTAD database 

Table 5: percentage of world total services exports 
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Source: UNCTAD Database 

VI. Beginning of Tariff War 

On January 22, 2018, President Trump had imposed a 30% tariff on foreign solar panels and 20% on washing machines, for the 

first 1.2 million units imported. China is the biggest exporter of solar panels and washing machines to the U.S. China, being the 

world leader in solar panel manufacturer, decried the tariffs. Trump imposed 25% tariffs on steel imports and 10% tariffs on 

aluminum imports again on March 8, 2018. US further imposed additional tariffs worth $60 billion on goods and services imported 

from China on 22nd March. It may also be noted that China and USA  are the biggest exporters of Hi Tech items to the European 

Nations as shown in Table 6. As President Trump stated, “Trade Wars are good and easy to win”. But the stock markets do not 

agree with this statement and tumbled around the World in the fear of Trade War. 

Table 6: sources of high-tech imports to European Union 

% of EU’s total Hi Tech imports 

 
Source: UNCTAD Database 

So far, the U.S. has already slapped tariffs worth US$250 billion world of Chinese products, and has further threatened a rise of 

US$267 billion more. While U.S. started it, China retaliated the Trade War. China, for its part has set tariffs on U.S. $110 Billion 

worth of U.S. goods and are threatening qualitative measures that would affect US businesses operating in China. Both the US’s 

and China’s initial round of tariffs against each other are designed to sting deeply. The US is targeting high-tech Chinese goods to 

put economic pressure on Beijing’s “Made in China 2025” program — a strategic plan of Chinese government to transform China 

into an advanced manufacturing powerhouse. And China has purposely targeted big US agricultural exports like soybeans that 

come from states in the heart of Trump country, where neither the president nor his party want to see economic fluctuation or job 

losses. In this respect, Trump stated “When people or countries come in to raid the great wealth of our Nation, I want them to pay 

for the privilege of doing so. It will always be the best way to max out our economic power”. 

With neither Trump nor Chinese President Xi Jinping willing to relent, U.S. and China trade tensions could spurt into a full blown 

trade war. If two political territories take one-off strikes at each other’s economies then it’s not a huge deal. But if the tit-for-tat 

continues, with each country putting more and more tariffs on one another, then there has to be an ugly trade war.  

Among the hardest hit U.S. sectors due to trade wars have been soybeans, auto and oil. Oil exports to China have fallen from 22% 

to 0% in the last 2 years. This has adversely affected America. After a summer of hostile trade negotiations with Canada and 

Mexico, and an escalating trade war with China, things seems to be calming down when he signed United States-Mexico-Canada 

agreement to replace the NAFTA, which is viewed as long and tensed saga between the three neighbors. On February 21, 2019, 

U.S. and China hold trade talks in Washington, announcing extension in tariff deadline, which reflects his optimism about the trade 

deal.  
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Recently President Donald Trump’s threat to impose 10% tariff on remaining $300 billion Chinese imports has made the markets 

from Asia to Europe and in the US from uncomfortable to scary. United States and China have exchanged tariffs on more than 

$360 billion in two-way trade, weighing on both countries' manufacturing sectors and unnerving global stock markets. But if 

Trump’s past actions have taught anyone anything, it is that the only thing predictable about his Trade Policy is its unpredictability. 

VII. US – CHINA TRADE WAR AND REST OF WORLD 

Heightened trade war tensions between the United States and China results in spooking financial markets and putting a chill on 

prospects for the global economy. Such retaliation may do little to protect domestic producers in either country and could have 

"massive" implications on the global economy unless it is resolved. 

 The Chinese exports of USD 250 billion that are subject to US tariffs, only about six per cent will be picked up by organizations in 

the US, according to a report by the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). Out of US exports of approximately 

USD 85 billion that are subject to China's tariffs, only about five per cent will be taken up by Chinese organizations, according to 

the UN research. Quoting former US Secretary of State Cordell Hull, UNCTAD's Pamela Coke-Hamilton repeated his description 

of defensive tariffs as "a gun that recoils on ourselves", which had also contributed to the Great Depression of the 1930s and the 

rise of extremism. 

Recent announcement of further increasing tariffs to 25% from 10% by Trump would have massive implication involving an 

economic downturn due to instability in commodities and financial markets. Trade disputes have an unavoidable impact on the 

"still fragile" global economy, particularly on developing, commodity-rich countries that are dependent on exports dollar-

denominated debt more difficult to service. Trade spats between US and China is leaving its mark on Germany’s automotive sector 

with the number of new vehicle in Chinese market is expected to fall in the years to come. China is the most important and fastest 

growing market for German car makers but Chinese tariff on German cars built in US have taken their toll. The export of German 

car from the factories in US to China has already fallen by one third in first few months in 2019. China earns dollars by exporting 

goods to US and uses these dollars to buy goods from rest of the world. As the Chinese export to the US economy are 18.5% in 

March 2019, it will put to China and its major trading partners in trouble as China will not have sufficient dollars to pay for its 

imports. Due to the trade war worries between two influential economies, world economy are on  the brink of recession demanding 

central banks to act fast to control the situation. In this regard, the lending rates of central banks in New Zealand, Thailand and 

India are lowered by 50, 25 and 35 basis points. The tight labor markets and uncertainty plagued companies would further have 

adverse impact on investment in manufacturing and services sector. Some of the economists are also forecasting that if the trade 

war continues this would sooner or later include more explicit currency war and financial markets would be adversely affected in 

the entire world. Hence, if US China trade war continues for long it will have its impact globally. 

At the WTO, U.S. is trying to change multilateral trade rules selectively so that the burden of new commitments are transferred to 

developing countries. United States is seeking to scrap existing system of trade preferences from the highest adducting body or the 

Appellate Body at the WTO. US along with other several industrialized countries is seeking to introduce the ‘differentiation’ 

among developing nations to deny special and differential treatment for India, South Africa, Indonesia and China. At the same 

time, US have sought the market access for its industry and agriculture in other nations. 

VIII. TRADE WARS AND INDIA 

The impact of a trade war between two superpowers may have repercussion which may impact the global and the Indian economy 

.High tech manufactures are a big part of many South East Asian countries' exports, owing to processing trade. Composition of 

India’s good exports has been 45% and 45.59% of commodities based on low and medium tech manufacturers respectively. 

Australia tops the position by having 79.91% of commodities based exports whereas Bangladesh tops in low and medium tech 

manufacturers amounting to 94.09% of exports. While Philippines secures first position in high tech manufactures exports as 

observed in Table 7. India, Asia’s third largest economy, too could find some changing dynamics in its economy as shown in Table 

8. It shows from where does India import high tech manufacturing goods.  
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Table 7: Asia-Pacific: composition of a country’s goods exports (% of total,2017) 

 
Source: UNCTAD Database 

Table 8: percentage of India’s total high-tech imports 

 
Source: UNCTAD database 

 

The basic concept of economics, i.e., demand and supply, will once again come into play. The scarcity of supply of a good, either 

finished material or raw material, will increase the final consumption price for the consumer. India might be tempted to follow the 

footsteps of China, EU and Canada, and retaliate Trump through further tariff increases but cannot do so; as such strategy will not 

be optimal for India, on account of various reasons: 

Firstly, any tariff increase will come at a huge cost to India’s consumers as well as producers who use imported inputs.  India’s 

imports from the US are a small fraction of China’s and Canada’s and, consequently, India’s has less ability to inflict harm through 

retaliation. Also retaliation from India, besides being ineffective, could rule out future gainful deals with the US in other areas, 

such as defence. 

The most certain thing about this trade war is its unpredictability. Every day a new action is taken which invites an equal and 

opposite reaction. In this scheme of things, the Indian Government is making a deal with the American authorities to work out a 

plan where Indian goods purchased by the US don’t face the tariffs and the supply-demand equation remains healthy. The ongoing 

changes cannot be stopped halted, the volatile stock markets which react the moment a new tariff is imposed or retaliation is 

announced. The ongoing trade war is resulting in the excess supply scare in India and other developing economies. 

It is an ongoing conversation on trade wars where dynamic change occurs almost every hour. The best course India could take is to 

take advantage of the improved trade relations it could build and hope to increase its exports. It could also plan how it would use 

its surplus resources if China refuses to buy them due to lack of demand. Alternative buyers or usages of these products should be 

a priority of the organizational leaders. At the same time, India could also explore the possibilities to take the advantage of the 

trade war as many American firms and even European and Japanese companies will be looking for new countries and new 

suppliers to source from. These companies are also in search of new markets due to restrictions from China on the onset of ongoing 

trade war. Similarly Chinese companies will be looking for new markets to reduce their dependence on the US. India could 

become a potential market for both set of firms from USA and China. As observed, India is most sought after market for US tech 

companies like Amazon, Google and Face book, which have been completely banned in China. India must develop a strategy to 

gain out of the current situation rather than becoming the victim of the battleground of the trade war. 
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One thing for sure is that the trade wars initiated by Trump (maybe we could be excused for using the expression ‘trumped up’?) 

are in large measure spooked by fears of China’s coming dominance in the technological era of the future development. This fear 

and the eclipse of American technological dominance is one of the real sources of Trump’s trade war with China. It’s a move that 

sparked fears of a global trade war. 

It’s official: The US and China have fired the opening salvos of what could become a full-blown trade war between the world’s 

two largest economies. 

While the Trade War which seemed like a distant reality earlier has become a true tale of our times and one which will possibly 

have heavy effects in the years to come, what remains to be seen is how exactly things move. The Republican White House 

has constantly made its “Make in America” agenda very clear and is leaving no stone unturned to achieve it. But with the 

determination also comes a hard reality of fighting with their biggest trade partners and their retaliation which could be very 

harmful in the times to come.  

IX. CONCLUSION: NEED FOR STRATEGY 

The tariff war between both the economies needs to come to an end. Both USA and China must accept each other’s right to 

develop under their own terms and conditions. Due to these trade tensions, China’s economic growth slowed down to 6.2% the 

second quarter of 2019.China’s GDP growth did not slip below 6.4% even during the global financial crisis 2008-09.The economic 

growth rate of US economy however did not remain untouched due to these trade tensions. USA’s GDP rose to only 1.8% on 

annual basis on second quarter of 2019 which would be the lowest since 2017. Escalating trade conflict with no clear goals, sight 

and strategy have let ordinary people to suffer. “Peaceful Coexistence” between two large economies is the need of the hour not 

only for the two economies but for the welfare of the rest of the world as well. US and China must understand each other’s concern 

regarding technology, employment, trade deficit and innovations. The US must not pressurize the Chinese economy to change its 

image of a capitalist market economy, and China must understand America’s concerns regarding employment and technology 

leakages, and accept the occasional limits on access to US markets implied by these concerns. Both the economies should allow 

each other greater flexibility with respect to international economic integration for realising the domestic economy and social 

objectives. China should be given a free hand to frame its industrial policies and financial policies to expand its market economy 

beyond the boundaries. At the same time, US should also be considerate towards its labour market and be cautious for Chinese 

investments that threaten technological and national security objectives. 

Communist and capitalist regimes had to live side by side. Peaceful coexistence is the only solution to overcome the plenty of 

friction due to Trade War and to settle down the battle for global growth. However, it was successful in preventing direct military 

conflict between two superpowers armed to the hilt with nuclear weapons.  

One of the argument for trade wars is that it would open the floodgates of protectionism which is against the open trade policies. 

Countries trade since it is in their own interest. When they undertake policies that restrict trade, it is either because they procure 

compensating benefits elsewhere or because of domestic political failures such as an inability to compensate the losers. 

Another school of thought has argued that these considerations are irrelevant, because China has acceded to the WTO and must 

play by its rules. However, China’s entry into the WTO was predicated on the idea that it had become a Western-style market 

economy, or would become one soon. This has not happened. A mistake cannot be fixed by compounding it. A global trade regime 

that cannot accommodate the world’s largest trading economy, China, is a regime in urgent need of repair. 

To conclude we can say that in order to reach an agreement US must remove all extra tariff, set target for Chinese purchase of 

goods in accordance with real demand thereby a balanced approach to ensure the dignity of both the countries. According to 

President Trump, American people will be very soon in gainful situation and the ongoing trade war would be beneficial for the 

economy as a whole.USA and China should work for locked in trade battle due to mounting tariffs as the sparking fears of the 

dispute damaging the global economy. US officials must work on a deal that would bring a closure to Chinese rampant theft of 

American intellectual property and rein in the industrial subsidy that have fuelled the rapid ascent of Chinese corporate giants. 

In nutshell we can conclude that Trump’s trade war is increasingly heading towards ‘war of dominance’‘ The following statement 

of President Trump  also points towards it. 

 

“China has come down tremendously. It would have superseded us in 2 years as an economic power; but now they are not even 

close.” 
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